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By means of a distributional limit theorem Arjas and Haara (1987) have shown that the total 
hazards at a vector of failure times approximate independent exponential distributions provided 
the conditional probabilities of failures at fixed times are uniformly small and there is small 
chance of failures occuring together. This result provides a means of assessing goodness-of-fit or 
parametric survival models. In this paper, we provide explicit bounds on the difference of the 
joint distribution functions of the total hazards and those of the exponential distribution. These 
bounds give a convergence r sult analogous to Arjas and Haara (1987), but with weaker conditions. 
The bounds are obtained from extensions of the bounds for departure from Poissonity given in 
Brown (1983) and use compensator based time-transforms. In deriving the bounds, we reveal the 
connection between the point process defined by the compensator evaluated at the original points 
and time transforms of the stochastic process of counts: this connection is not direct in the case 
of a compensator with jumps, unlike the continuous case. 
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1. Definitions and notation 
A strictly increasing unbounded sequence of finite stopping times 0 c Tt < T2 < l . l of 
a filtration 9 = (S( t)),Zo (satisfying the usual conditions) defines a point process 
(IV, 9) by setting N(t) = Cjal I[ z G t], so that (N( t))t2o is a stochastic process 
with increasing, right-continuous paths, jumps of size 1 and is such that M(0) = 0. 
A k-vector of point process ( , 9) will be a k-vector =(N,,N,,...,~2 each 
element of which is a point process adapted to 9. A k-type point process ( 
a k-vector of point processes uch that the probability that Ni and PJj have common 
jumps is 0 for any i #j, that is, 
P(ANi(S)ANj(s) # 0 for some s > 0, i,J) = 0, 
where, for any stochastic process 2 having paths with left limits, 
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the compensator A da point process (N, 5) is the unique S-predictable stochastic 
process, with increasing paths and such that A(0) = 0, for which N-A is a local 
rtingale (Dellacherie and eyer (1982, p. 198)). A k-vector of point processes 
, S) has the compensator Ak) where (IV,,, S) has the compensator 
Ai for each i. 
Suppose X and Y are random variables or vectors. The total variation distance 
d(X, Y) between the distributions of X and Y is defined by 
d(X, Y) = suplP(X E A) - P( YE A)I, 
where the supremum is taken over all Bore1 sets in the range of X and Y. We use 
the notation b(X, Y) for convenience ven though the distance only involves the 
distributions of X and Y. 
Throughout he paper II = (n(t)),,, will denote a unit rate Poisson process and 
=(&..., I&) a k-vector of in enderzt unit rate Poisson processes. If A is a 
k-vector of stochastic processes an is a I&-vector of stopping times, then A(B) 
will denote the random vector (A,(&), . . . , A#&)). II’ 6 is a single stopping time, 
then A(b) will denote the random vector A(B) where B = (6,6,, . . . , 6). 
Readers interested only in time-transforms can omit reading the next section 
which contains necessary preliminary results. 
2. General estimation of total variation distance 
We need to slightly extend the results of Brown (1983) to estimate the distance 
between avector of point processes time changed by the inverse of their compensators 
and a vector of independent Poisson processes. 
Let (N, 9) be a k-type point process with compensator A. Let CT = 
will be a k-vector of S-stopping times. Then, for IJ~ 20, we have 
(pJ)siI ElAi(s)_ril+E{ zTAA2(s)} (0 
whereT=max{r,,...,r,J and 
k 
(S) = C A'(S A 7,-j* 
i=l 
By Theorem l(c) in Brown (1983, p. 728), (1) holds in the case when all the 
equal. We apply this case to the process ‘=(I’@, N2,. . . , Nk), where Ti are 
‘(s j = IV& A Ti j, with the vector of stopping times a!! being 7 as defined in the 
eorem, and thus we obtain (1). n 
It will be necessary to of ?int processes rather than 
o this we reduce t 
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the k-type point process formed by counting only single jumps of the process and 
bound the error made in making this reduction. In any particu!ar situation, the error 
bounds resulting from this procedure may be rather crude, but the bounds are 
designed to give neat answers in the context of time transforms in the next section. 
For &{1,2,..., k} we define the point process (N1, 9) by 
(2) 
where 1”={1,2,... , k}\l. Hence A!, counts the number of jumps of A$ + A$+ 
l l l +Nk in which the point processes indexed by elements of I jump and no other 
point processes jump. We denote the compensator of (N,, 9) by A, and the point 
process (N,,,, . . . , IV& will be denoted as (Nti)). Let Ji be the class of subsets of 
11 2 
th;t 
, . . . , k) which contain {i} and have at least two elements. It is then clearly true 
Ni = N{i}+ C Nf9 
fEJj 
and 
Ai = A{i} + ,5J, Al9 
I 
(3) 
(4) 
the latter using the fact that all of the k-vector of point processes are adapted to 
the same filtration. These equations give 
Theorem 2. Let (N, 9) be a k-vector of point processes with compensator A. Let T be 
a k-vector of stopping times. Then, for any k-vector of constants IJ~ 2 0, we have 
+2 i C E(A*(ri)3, (5) 
i=l IEJi 
where r and A are dejned as in Theorem 1. Moreover, if the ri are predictable, then 
)) is bounded above by the right side of (5) with the change that Ti is 
replaced by ri - in the jrst term. 
We will need the following Lemma to prove the above ‘Theorem. 
l Let be rando.m k-vectors. Then 
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ma. Let PI and P2 denote the distributions of 
Let B and B” denote a ahn decomposition of PI - P2. Since P, and P2 are probability 
measures ( - P2) (B) = ( P2 - PI) (B") and we may assume the first is positive. Then 
=Q)-P(AEB)+P(X+YEB,Y#O) 
which is dominated by the required expression. cl 
eorem 2. We appiy Lemma I, uation (3) and the Bo&erroni bound 
s (Nti,( ri)), (Ni - Nti>( ri)) and (or) to obtain a bound for the required 
distance of 
d(CN{i}(7,)J9 ))+ i C P(NI(Ti)fO)a 
i=l IEJj 
(6) r 
The first term may be bounded using Theorem 1. The first term of (5) is obtained 
by replacing AIi) in the bound of Theorem 1 by Ai; the error incurred in making 
this change is bounded above, according to (4), by half of the third term of (5). 
The second term of (5) is obtained by making the same replacement as for the first 
term; in this case the replacement enlarges the term so no accounting for error is 
necessary. The proof of (5) is completed by noting that the second term of expression 
(6) is bounded above by 
which equals half of the third term of (5) by the definition of a compensator. To 
obtain the modified bound for d( N(T - ), d i, be stopping times 
with $’ converging to ri from below as n a set in f@ for which 
there is maximal difference in P(N(T - ) nd P(II(p)c B). Because N and II 
only take values in IV”, we have 
))=IP(N(v-)E 
which gives the required bound on applying (5) to each term of the right-hand side 
and using the facts that Ai and A, are increasing. q 
rticular case the bound (5) is likely to be particularly bad in the third 
e probabilities have been bounded by expectations and there may be 
overestimation of probabilities in the use of the Bonferroni bound. 
e if the were all the san in ich case it would 
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ewe f ran Iy ti point processes 
Let (A?, 9) be a point process with compensator A. We form a new point process 
which is a random time change of (N, 9) by defining its times to be A( T,), A( T2), . . . . 
The basic properties of the time change are summarised in the following Proposition. 
Proposition 1. If we define a stopping time A(t) by 
A(t) = inf{z: A(z) > t} 
and the Jiltration @ by 
&t> = %(A( t)), 
then 9 satisfies the usual conditions. The times A( T,), A( T2), . . . are almost surely 
increasing and unbounded stopping times for & and therefore de$ne a “time-trans- 
formed point process” ( fi, 4). nefining A*(O) = 0 and for t > 0 
A*(t)=&?-), 
we have A*(t) a predictable S-stopping time. We then dejine N*(O) = 0 and for t > 0, 
N*(t) = N(A*( t) -) 
and have I@(t)= N*(t+). 
Proof. First note that A(t) is a stopping time by Dellacherie and Meyer (1982, 
p. 121) and it is almost surely finite since the z’s all being finite implies that A(@ = 00 
(Bremaud (1980, LII.17)). Since &(O) contains s(O), it contains all P-null sets. 
Note that A is right-continuous (Dellacherie and Meyer (1982, p. 119)) and that 
therefore .!$ is right-continuous (Dellacherie and Meyer (1978, p. 118, Tiieorem 
56d)). To see that the A(z) are stopping times for this filtration, note that [A( 1;:) s t] 
istheintersectionof[A(Ti)<t+n-‘]forn=1,2,... and then use the basic identity 
[A(T&z]=[&-)> T], 
which is given by Dellacherie and Meyer (1982, p. 120, (54.5)), and the fact that @ 
is right-continuous. That the stopping times A( T,), A( T2), . . . are almost surely 
strictly increasing is seen by the fact that the probability that two are equal is 
bounded above by 
ydN)=E(j- YdA)=O, 
for Y the predictable O-l process which is 1 at z if, and only if, there is n a 1 such 
that A(z)-A(z-n-‘)=O. That they are u ed comes from the fact t 
A@) = 00 and th he K’s are unbounded, redictabk stopping 
time is given by ellacherie and eyer (1982, p. 119 and 121). To show that 
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fi( t) = N*( t+) we need only show that [_-- ~(T”)Gz]=[N*(z+)~~] for each j:= 
192 , . . . . But [A(T) G z] is the intersection for over n EN of the events [A( &) < z -I- 
n-‘]. Now using the basic identity the nth event is [ Ti C A*(z + n-‘)I, which using 
the fact that N is a point process is [N(A*( a: + n-‘) - ) 2 i]. The desired equality 
now comes from the fact that N* is increasing and takes integer values. Cl 
, 9) is a k-vector of point processes then there is a k-vector of random 
time-changed processes fi with components P;ri defined using Ai but the filtrations 
associated with each component differ in general. 
One important consequence of the definition of the time-transform isthat if (N, 3) 
is a k-type point process with continuous compensator A, then fi is a vector of 
independent unit rate Poisson processes, a result due to Meyer (19’71). Indeed, if 
the compensators Ai are continuous, then fii(Z) = Mi(/&(Z)) almost surely. Theorem 
2 can be used to assess the magnitude of departure from independent Poisson 
distributions if the italicised assumptions do not hold. 
eorem 3. Suppose (N, 9) is a k-vector of point processes with compensator A. Then, 
for any vector ofjxed times t, we have 
d(&tj,II(tj)S E (7) 
where ri = Ri(ti) and Ali, Azi are given by 
A*i = AAi( ri), 
Azi = SUP AA,(s). 
S~Ti 
The import of Theorem 3 is perhaps not surprising in that it follows that, in 
general terms, the distribution of 6l will approximate independent Poissons if the 
jumps in the compensators are all small and there is little chance that the processes 
jump together; t e benefit of the Theorem is the precision with which it embodies 
this intuition. Arjas and Haara (1987) gave a related convergence result to justify 
the use of the transfo,med process in checking goodness-of-fit of models to data. 
The error bound makes this justification more precise and as we will see in Theorem 
4 leads to a better convergence result than that given by Arjas and Haara. We do 
net, however, claim that the error bound will necessarily lead to useful numerical 
estimates of the error in the approximation in particular cases. 
Using Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 we have 
A 
jjs li 
n-co 
“(ti+n-‘)-)), 
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and the terms in the latter may be estimated using Theorem 2. To do this we set 
z=t+n-’ and use the bound of the last part of Theorem 2. The first term in the 
bound is dominated by the sum over i E { 1, . . . , k} of 
EIAi(AT(Zi)-)- til s E{AAi(Af(zi))}+ n-l, (8) 
by the triangle inequality and the following inequalities, (54.3) on p. 119 of Del- 
lacherie and Meyer (1982): 
A&z - ) - ) s A&z) - ) s z 5 A&z - )) s A&z)). (9) 
But AAi(AT(zi))} is bounded above by 1 and also by Ai(Ai(zi))-Ai(Ai(ti)-), and 
since Ai and Ri are both right continuous, we may use Fatou’s Lemma to see that 
the lim sup of the right-hand side of (8) is bounded above by the first term of (7). 
The second term of (5) can be written as 
where ai = AF(zi) and 0 is the maximum of the ni (the dependence on n being 
suppressed). Summing first over s, bounding AAi( s A vi) by supsCVi AAi( s) and using 
the fact that the sum of jumps of a compensator is bounded by the value of the 
compensator, the previous expression is bounded by 
E i SUP AAi(s) i Ai l 
i=l SsfTi j=l 
Using (9) again, we obtain a bound for the last expression of 
(10) 
Applying a similar limiting argument as used on the right-hand side of (8), we see 
that the lim sup as n -+ 00 of the right-hand side of (10) is bounded above by the 
second term of (7). The last term of (7) is the limit as n + 00 of the same quantities 
with vi replacing Ti, because AI is right continuous and for I E Ji 
A,(Ui)sAi(Ui)d ti+l, (10 
which completes the proof. Cl 
The main result of Arjas and aara (1987) concerns the approximation of a vector 
of single times by independent exponential approximation of a vector of single 
times by independent exponential distributions. The concepts of compensators etc. 
are readily transferred to the setting of a single point rat than a sequence of 
ints and it is easy to derive a rate of convergence an er conditions for the 
‘as and Haara result from Theorem 3. 
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=(T,, T,,..., Tk) is a vector of finite stopping times, the associated 
k-vector of single pain.’ processes is defined by 
Ni(t)=I[~s t]. 
T&z compensator , 9) is defined exactly as in paragraph 2 of section d and 
the compensators of common jumps exactly as in (3) and (4). 
=uL T2r-9 Tk) be a vector of finite stopping times with corn- 
pensators a. Then, for any vector of fixed times t, 
where A is the right hand side of (7). If IT”’ 1 is a sequence ofvectors ofjnite stopping 
times with compensators n, then, as n + -a, 
where T is a vector of independent exponential random variables, if for each i = 
W ,...,S and tHl, wedefineri=&(ti) and require 
sup AA;(s) +d 0, 
SSTj 
(Cl’) 
as n + 00, and for all I E Ji, 
A;(%) ‘d 0, W’) 
as n + 00 (note that Ti depends on n, but this is suppressed for notational ease). 
The number of the conditions in Theorem 4 is intended for comparison, which 
we shall perform after proving this theorem, with the following in Arjas and Haara 
(f987), 
as n-+CQ,fnreach i=l,2 ,..., k; 
i=0,foreveryIinJi,i=1,2 ,..., & (C2) 
i denotes the continuous part of A,; 
, k}, where AI denotes 
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roe y expanding the probability space and filtration, if necessary, we may define 
a sequence of vectors of independent exponential inter-point times, which are also 
independent of The k-vector of point processes N formed thereby has com- 
pensators agreeing with T up to T and has exactly the same terms in the bound A 
as does T, because after T, the k point processes are independent Poisson processes. 
Applying Theorem 3 and using the fact that 
=IP(fi(t)=O)-P(rI(t)=O)l 
we get the bound in the first part of the Corollary. The convergence in the second 
part of the Corollary arises from the fact that A” +O under (Cl’) and (C2’), by 
Theorem 5.4 of Billingsley (1968), the fact that the jumps of compensators are 
bounded by 1 and equation (11). q 
The following Proposition shows that the conditions in Theorem 4 are weaker 
than those given by Arjas and Haara (1987) for the same conclusion. 
Proposition 2. Conditions (Cl‘) and (C2’) are implied by (Cl), (C2) and (C3). 
Proof. Condition (Cl’) relates to the supremum over a smaller set than (Cl), so it 
is clearly weaker than (Cl). Fix i E (I, 2, . . . , k}. For I E Ji, ti > 0 and Ti as defined 
in Theorem 4, if (C2) holds, 
Ay(ri) = C AA;(S) 
SSTj 
s C (C+l) n AA;(s), 
SSTi jE1 
using (C3) and that AA, s A&. But since the jumps of the compensator are bounded 
by 1, the expression on the right is bounded, for any j # i in I, by 
supAA;(s)(C+l) C AA~(s)~supAA;(s)(C+l)(t+supAA~(s)) 
s>o SSTi s=-0 s>o 
using (9). But the latter tends to 0 by (Cl). Cl 
While the condition (Cl’) would in most cases be verified by verifying (Cl), it 
does seem that (C2’) is significantly weaker than (C2) and (C3). For, suppose that 
isson processes of rate I+ 1 /n share in common a Poisson process of rate 
l/n. Then (C2’) holds but (C2) certainly does not hold. 
It is straightforward to extend the res 
have not done here for reasons of spa 
cesses evaluated1 at the hats o 
rmed point process defined here noted that these processes are 
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not in general point processes, as they may have jumps of size 2 and a value of ‘1 
at the origin. Secondly, one can bound the distance between the k-vector of 
time-transformed processes evaluated at an l-vector of k-vectors of times and the 
corresponding random vector for k-independent Poisson processes (see Brown 
(1983, at the top of page 737)). This bound can be used, along with the tightness 
argument, to prove distributional convergence of a sequence of point processes 
under (C 1’) and (C2’). The case where the stopping times are not necessarily finite 
requires an extra term in the bound of Theorem 3. For details of these extensions, 
see Nair (1988). 
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